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THE topological structure of non-singular lgebraic surfaces in CP3 is discussed. In particular it is 
shown that if V,, is such a surface of degree n then there exist integers k, = i(n’- 6n + 11) and 
1 ” = 9(2n2 - 4n + 3) such that 
V, # P = k,P # l,,Q 
where # is the connected sum operation in the sense of [3], P is CP* with its usual orientation 
and Q is CP* with orientation opposite to the usual. 
INTRODUCTION 
Upon beginning the study of Riemann surfaces and algebraic urves one of the most striking 
facts that one encounters i  that from a topological point of view all compact Riemann surfaces 
can be viewed as spheres with handles attached. The simplicity of the topological picture for such 
complex projective non-singular lgebraic urves inspires one to seek a similar simple picture in 
the two-dimensional case, that of non-singular complex algebraic surfaces. The first place to look 
for such a picture is among the simply-connected surfaces. These surfaces are of course all 
compact four-dimensional oriented manifolds and in the simply-connected case are characterized 
up to homotopy equivalence by their intersection forms. That is we have the following theorem 
of Pontrayagin and Whitehead[l4], [23]. (Where we henceforth assume all our 4-manifolds to be 
oriented.) 
THEOREM. Suppose V, and V, are compact simply-connected four-dimensional manifolds. 
Let I,, be the symmetric bilinear form on H*( Vi, 2) induced by the cup product H2( Vi, 2) x 
H*(V,,Z)+Z. 
Then V, is homotopy equivalent to Vz #‘I,, is congruent to 1, (in the sense of [17], [20]). 
The above result clearly reduces the homotopy classification of such manifolds to a problem 
in the classification of symmetric unimodular integral matrices up to congruence. This 
classification iscompletely known for indefinite such matrices [ 111, [ 171. Surprisingly enough, all 
known examples of simply-connected algebraic surface, with the sole exception of CP*, give rise 
to indefinite intersection forms. This fact leads to the reasonable conjecture that any 
simply-connected compact algebraic surface not equal to CP’ will have an indefinite intersection 
form. We note that using the Hodge-Index Theorem this conjecture is equivalent to saying that 
h ‘,I( V) > 1 for any simply-connected algebraic surface V# CP*. 
The classification of indefinite symmetric unimodular integer-valued forms proceeds as 
follows: 
We say a form L is of type II iff its associated quadratic form takes on only even values. 
Otherwise we say it is of type I. If L is indefinite of type I then [17; 11, Th. 4.3.1 L is 
representable by a diagonal matrix having only +l and -1 entries. Thus all forms of type I are 
completely determined by their rank and signature. 
If L is indefinite of type II then it is known[ll], [ 171 that a(L) is divisible by 8 (where g(L) is 
the signature of L). Furthermore by[ll] L can be decomposed as 
(I) @s 0 PU 
where 9 = a(L)/8; p = (rk(L) - (a(L)()/2, 
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U is the hyperbolic form representable by 
1 2 
1 
b 
zero 
\ 
If our indefinite form L is in fact equal to the intersection form L, of a differentiable 4-manifold 
V then it can be shown that L is of type II if and only if its second Stiefel-Whitney class w,(V) 
equals zero. In this case a famous theorem of Rokhlin then asserts that necessarily a(L) must be 
divisible by 16. In particular L can then be decomposed as 
(2) q’(Es @ Es) @ pU where q’ = (r(L)/16. 
If L, is of type I then the Pontrayagin-Whitehead theorem combined with the diagonalizability of 
L tells us that V is homotopy equivalent to a connected sum of the form kP # IQ, where P is the 
complex projective plane CP’, with its usual orientation, Q is the complex projective plane with 
orientation opposite to the usual, k = (1/2)(rk(L) + a(L)), 1 = (1/2)(rk(L) - u(L)) and # is the 
connected sum operation in the sense of 131 with nM = M # . #M. In the case when L, is of 
type II it might be expected that the algebraic decomposition of L, given by (2) would give rise to 
a corresponding homotopy decomposition of V into connected sums of some simple cannonical 
manifolds. However, whereas U can be realized as the intersection form of S* x S’, as far as we 
know, the existence of a compact simply-connected differentiable manifold (without boundary) 
with an intersection form given by Es @ Es has not been demonstrated. Rokhlin’s work in [15] 
where he claims to have constructed such a manifold is in error as can be seen from our 
arguments in 96. 
Clearly, if Lv is an intersection form of type II then forming the connected sum V’ = V # Q 
gives us a form L,, of type I. However, if V is an algebraic surface then V’ can be obtained by 
performing aclassical q-process at some point of V. Thus V’ is an algebraic surface birationally 
equivalent to V and therefore from the point of view of birational equivalence it suffices to 
consider only the case of those V such that L, is of type I. In this case we have a homotopy 
equivalence of V to kP # IQ for some integers k, 1s 0. Actually a somewhat stronger assertion 
can be made. Novikov and Wa11[13], [21] proved a strengthened version of the Pontrayagin- 
Whitehead theorem which asserts that manifolds (compact, simply-connected, of course) with 
congruent intersection forms are not only homotopy equivalent but in fact h-cobordant. 
However as the h-cobordism theorem of Smale[l9] has only been demonstrated for dimension 
25 it can not be concluded that such manifolds are diffeomorphic. In particular in the case of 
algebraic surfaces, itcan’t be asserted that every birational equivalence class has a representative 
diffeomorphic to kP # 1Q. 
If we are willing to leave the confines of a birational equivalence class and even abandon the 
existence of a complex structure on our manifolds we can allow ourselves to form connected 
sums of V, not only with Q, but also with P. Just as the operation of # Q can be identified as a 
classical c+-process at some point x E V so too we can identify the operation of #P as that of 
performing a u-process at x E V, using however, a local complex structure on V in a 
neighborhood of x having an orientation opposite to the orientation of V. We call such a process 
a &process at x on V. 
It should be noted that cr and Cr processes can be performed on arbitrary 4-manifolds M as 
follows: In a small enough neighborhood N, of a point x E M we can always take local 
coordinates giving N, a complex structure. This complex structure will then have an orientation 
the same as that of M or opposite to that of M. Performing a classical a-process using the local 
complex coordinates of N,, will in the first case give us a manifold M’ diffeomorphic to M # Q 
while in the second case we will have M’ diffeomorphic to M # P. These two processes will be 
called o and ~7 processes respectively. 
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Now in [21] Wall extends Smale’s work[l9] to show that if VI, V, are simply connected 
compact 4-manifolds which are h -cobordant to each other then there exists an integer II 2 0 such 
that VI # n(S2x S2) is diffeomorphic to V2 # n(S2x S*). Noting that (S2x S2) # P is 
diffeomorphic to 2P # Q we can conclude from Wall’s result that for any simply-connected 
compact 4-manifold V if we perform (n + 1) c?-processes and n a-processes on V for some 
n 2 0, we will get a manifold V’ diffeomorphic to a sum kP # 1Q. 
Unfortunately Wall’s result doesn’t aid us at all in obtaining any sort of estimates on the 
magnitude of n. Thus, for the case of algebraic surfaces in particular, it is of some interest o 
determine the minimum number of (T and Cr processes necessary to allow us to decompose a
surface to a connected sum of P’s and Q’s. The solution of this problem would then give us a 
topological picture of simply-connected algebraic surfaces which may be considered analogous 
to the standard picture for algebraic urves. 
In this paper we consider the first class of algebraic surfaces one is likely to encounter, the 
non-singular lgebraic surfaces in CP3. These surfaces are known to be simply connected and it 
is classical that all such surfaces of fixed degree n are diffeomorphic. 
Let V, be a four-manifold iffeomorphic to a non-singular algebraic surface of degree n in 
CP3. Then VI = CP* (where = means ‘is diffeomorphic to’) and it is well known that V, = Sz x S’ 
and V, = P # 6Q. (See [18], [12A] for example). V, is the diffeomorphic model of the popular 
K3 surface and almost nothing was known until now about its topological structure. Letting L,, 
be the intersection form of V, it can be verified that L, is indefinite for all V, such that n 2 2 and 
of type II if n is even. Then it is clear that the manifolds V2,,,, m 3 1, cannot be diff eomorphically 
decomposed to the form kP # 1Q without he performance of additional u or (T processes upon 
them. The theorem we prove in this paper is (See 05). 
THEOREM 10. If VL is V,, blown up by a single 6 process at some point x E V,,, then 
V:,-k,P # l,Q 
where 
k, =$n’-6n + 11); 1, = 9(2n’-4n +3). 
An outline of this paper is as follows. In 91-94 we establish our basic notation and 
terminology and establish certain key lemmas needed to prove our main result in §5. In 06 we 
discuss why we think Rokhlin’s construction of a simply connected 4-manifold with intersection 
form E, @ E, is invalid. We also formulate and discuss several conjectures related to the 
diffeomorphic structure of algebraic and complex analytic surfaces. 
$1. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Let D” be the closed unit ball in R” with boundary S”-‘. We shall use the decomposition 
S” = S,” u D”-’ s-” where S,” = ((x0,. . .,x,) E S”IX”~O} and S” = 
I(&, . . . , x,) E S” Ix,, G 0). We identify both S,” and S” with the n-disc D” in the obvious 
fashion. As we will be forced to take products of manifolds with boundaries as well as use ‘cut- 
and-paste’ techniques for the construction of manifolds we will run into the problem of 
‘manifolds with corners’. In order to simplify our exposition we will adopt the following 
conventions: 
We recall that if W = MI x M, or W = M, U + M2 where M,, M2 are manifolds with 
boundaries and C$ is a smooth map such that Q = dmn C#J C dM, and rng I#J C aM2 then by [3] 
even though W has a ‘corner’ at dM, x dM2 or at Q it can be given a new differentiable structure 
making it into a differentiable manifold with boundary. In all the cases we deal with in this paper 
we can ‘smooth our corners’ by the process of [3]. Then suppose VI, V2 are manifolds with 
corners and Vi, Vi are the corresponding manifolds with corners smoothed. We shall write 
V, g V2 if there exists a map 4: V, -+ V2 inducing a diffeomorphism 9’: Vi --$ Vi. We shall say 
then that VI is ‘diff eomorphic’ to V2 or Q, is a ‘diff eomorphism’ between them. (We can read g as 
meaning ‘diffeomorphic after smoothing’). 
We then remark 
Remark 1. Suppose X, VI, Vz are differentiable manifolds with corners such that 
X = V, u V2; V, f D”; V, s D” and V, n V2= av, n av, g D”-I. 
Then X f D”. 
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Remark 2. If for X, V,, V2 above we have X 2 D”; V, 2 D” and 8X n dV, z D”-’ then 
V* f D”. 
We note that D”” 2 D’ X D” with r + s = n + 1. Thus S” z S*-’ x D” Us7-~Xs~-~Dr x Ss-l. 
In particular we shall use the decompositions S3 2 S’ x 0’ U slxs’ 0’ x S’ and S4 2 S’ x 
D3 U s1x.g D2 x S. 
Now suppose W is a differentiable manifold with boundary aW and Y is an imbedded 
submanifold with boundary aY such that Y is transversal to a W and aY C aW. By a tubular 
neighborhood T, of Y in W we shall mean a D’-bundle Ty --f Y embedded in W with zero 
section Y such that T(,, C dW. By choosing a Riemann metric appropriately on W we can 
always suppose that for any p E Y, T, consists of all points on the normal geodesics through p 
whose distance from p along the geodesic is less than or equal to some constant E. We can also 
suppose that if E is small enough that Ty n a W will be a tubular neighborhood of aY in a W. 
Suppose that X is a differentiable manifold and we perform a g (or 5 process) at 5 E X. Then 
it is easy to see that there exists a manifold X’ (diffeomorphic to X # Q or X # P) and a 
smooth surjection 4 : X’ -+X such that 4 IX’ - 4-‘(r) : X’ - 4-‘(t) + X - {t} is a diffeomorph- 
ism. We shall sometimes say that 4: X’ + X is a u (or 5) process at 5. In general if A is a subset 
of X we shall call, 4-‘(A) the image or total image of A in X’. If A is closed we shall call 
4-‘(A - 15)) the strict image of A in X’. In the case when A is a non-singular lgebraic urve in 
the algebraic variety X it is easy to see that A is diffeomorphic to its strict image. In this case we 
can speak of the unique point 5’ lying above 5 in the strict image A’ of A. We note that the map 4 
is sometimes called a blowing up of 5 to 4-Q) or a blowing down of 4-‘(t) to ,.$. 
$2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Denote S x D2 by A with projection n: A + D2. Pick distinct point p,, . . . , pk E 
Int (0’) and a E Int (A) such that II(q) $ {pl, . . .,~~}.Suppose~$:A’+Aisauor(+process 
at a and set S = 4-‘(q) and li = ~-‘[K’(pi)], i = 1,. . . , k. 
Lety,.i=l,..., k bepairwise disjoint arcs in A ’ with initialpoint ai on Sand terminal point pi 
on ii, chosen so that there exist pairwise disjoint paths & in D2 with initial points pi and terminal 
points ri on aD2 such that 
Suppose Gi : I x D2-+ A ’ are disjoint embeddings j = 1, . . . , k such that Gj(l X(0)) = 3/j and 
setting Tj = Gj(l X JD’) then 
(1) Tj n S = aa,, where aj is an open 2-disc in S with center aj 
(2) Tj n 1; = fJ if i# j and abj if i = j, where bj is an open 2-disc in 1, around /3j 
(3) [Un4(rj)l n [U&l=(PI,...,Pkl. 
LetS=[S-(Uaj)] U [Urj] U [U(lj-&)]sothatSisa 2-sphereinA’. Thenthereexistsa 
4-manifold A and a map 6: A’ + A such that: 
(1) & blows S down to a point 4 E A 
(2) There exists a difleomorphism w:A -+A such that 
II0 w 0 $l$-‘(aA) = rlo 4(4-‘(aA). 
Proof [See Fig. la]. We begin by adding the handle D3 X S’ to A by means of an attaching 
map p: aD3 x S’+ JA to obtain the manifold B = A U, D3 x S’). Clearly p can be chosen so 
that B is diffeomorphic to S”. We use the same attaching map to attach D3 x S’ to A’ (since 
JA’ = JA) to obtain a manifold B’. Clearly 4 extends in an obvious fashion to a blowing down 
map Cp: B’ --f B. We shall consider A’ as a subset of B’ and similarly consider all subsets of A’ as 
lying in B’. 
Let Ai = @m’[n-‘(8i)] C B’, i = 1,. . . , k and D, = Ai U IL (D’ x I;) where D3 x r, sits above 
r, E aD2inD3xS’ C B’,i=l,... , k (Recall that ri is the terminal point of 8,). Then clearly Di 
is a 3-disc in B’ with boundary 1,. Moreover the collection of Di is pairwise disjoint. 
We can now ‘push li in’ along Di, simultaneously for all i, to construct an ambient isotopy of 
B’ transforming S to S= [S -(Uaj)] U [Ur,)] U [Ubj)] (See Fig. lb). 
We can now push U (rj U bj) in along the Gj(l x D’) to end up with S. That is there exists an 
ambient isotopy of B’ which takes S onto S. In particular let $: B’ 4 B’ be the resulting 
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FIG. 1 
autodiffeomorphism of B’ with I++($) = S and let p = @o $, rj = pIA’, A = &(A’). Since ,Y? lies in 
A ’ it is clear that 4: A’ --) A blows 3 down to a point 4 in A. Noting that p is a diffeomorphism 
on the complement of A’ in B’ and that p(B’) = B we can decompose B as B = A U IIs (D3 x S’) 
for some new attaching map p’: S2 X S’ + JA. However B = S4 and any two embedding of S’ in 
S4 are ambient isotopic [by 241 so we can construct corresponding fiber preserving ambient 
isotopies of tubular neighborhoods of S’ in 9. In particular there thus exists an 
autodiffeomorphism ti of B which sends A onto A such that if w = W IA then 
II 0 w 0 &#-‘@A) = II0 $&‘@A). 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. Let C be a closed oriented surface of genus g and 0: T+ C a D2-bundle over C. 
Let C* be C-{open disc} and T = Tl,. with projection II, with the corresponding S’-bundle 
over C* denoted by p: H -+ C*. 
Suppose &,, . . . , (12g is a basis for H,(C*) presented as a bouquet of l-spheres at some point 
a E C* imbedded in Int (C*) with C* - U& = an annulus. Let (Y{, . . . , azn be pairwise disjoint 
l-cycles in H such that Lyi is a cross-section of HI,,. 
Now consider mutually disjoint tubular neighborhoods Ti -+ ai of the ai in H where each T is 
the image of an imbedding Ti: 0’ X S’ + H with Ti(O x S’) = ai. 
Let &: D2 x S’ -+ Ti be diffeomorphisms, i = 1,. . . ,2g, and attach the 4-handle (0’ X D’)i to 
T by means of the attaching map 4i (where a(D’ x D’)i = S’ x D2 U D2 x S’ and we consider 
dmn 4i C a(D’ X D’)i in the obvious fashion). Then 
(1) If X = T U [lJ+,(D* x D”>il with corners smoothed as in 131 ([x(T, Q Ti, +,, . . . , &,, 2) 
in Smale’s Terminology [19]). Then 
X is difleomorphic to D4 
(2) If T is embedded as a closed submanifold with boundary in S” and 
.Z=(S”- U [U,,(D2xD2)i]=x(S4-T, U 7’i,+ I,..., c&,2). 
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z-F-@ 
where W is either f (S x S”)i or W = (2g)P # (2g)Q and DO4 is a 4-disc embedded in W. 
i=l 
Proof. We first introduce some terminology. Let A be a small 2-disc in C* with center 
a EC*. Let e,:IxI+C*-A, i=l . . ,2g, be embeddings with disjoint images such that , . 
ei(lxJ1) C dA and ei(ixI)=& II C*-A. Denote ei(IxI) by ei. Let B=A U [Ue,] (See 
Fig. 2). Clearly C* - B = {an annulus} and B is a deformation retract of C*. 
Rc.2. FIG. 3 
Now let A = Hla, DA = TI, and Ri = TI,. We can suppose that K C Int (H(,,J and we can 
thus form Y = T(, U [U +,(D’X D”)i] (with corners smoothed) as we formed X Clearly Y is a 
deformation retract of X so to prove (1) it suffices to show that Y = D4. We henceforth consider 
(D* x D’)i = Di as a subspace of Y. 
Proof of (1). Let Z?, = Ri U Di. 
We have that Ri=IxIxD ‘zD04 and that Ri fl Di=aRi rl aDi=Ri fl T,= 
Ti I_A = I x D ’ 2 D3. Thus by Remark 1 we obtain gi 2 D4. 
Now DA = D2 x D*s D4 and we have l& fl D, = al?, n aD, = (Ri n DA) u (Di n DA). 
But R, n D/, = Tl,,(,xaI) = D2 x I x ,312 D3 x aI so that Ri n DA is the union of 2 disjoint 
subspace DcOt and DcI, contained in aD, fl dRi with DC,,,- DC,,2 D3. Now Di fl DA = 
aDi n DA=T n Da=Tija,n~i=IXD ’ z D3. We denote Di fi DA by Dc2) and we then obtain 
that I?, n DA = DcO, u D,,, u D,,, with DC,,, n D,,, = 0 and DcO, n Dc2) = dDco, rl aDc2) = 
HI e,<~x~j n TiJa(ain~) = 0’ and DC,, II Dcz, = aD,,, n aD,z, = Hj,,,,xI, fl Tii(acain~j= D’. Thus by 
Remark 1 Dco, U Dc2) 2 D3 and so Dco, U D,, U D,], is also sD3. In particular l& fl DA f D3. 
But Y = DA U [U I&] with the Ri mutually disjoint. Thus since D,., z D4; Ri 2 D4 and 
Ri fl DA 2 D3 we can apply Remark 1 inductively to obtain Y = D4. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of (2). We retain all previous notation only now consider each Di, as a closed subset of 
2. By ‘slightly moving’ our z’s in T it is clear we can construct 2g disjoint imbeddings 
*l;::D3~S’+T CS”, i=l,... ,2g, such that setting qi = qbi(D3 x S’) we have 
(1) Vi tl H = $i(S+’ x S’) where S+* C S2 = aD3 
(2) $i/S+’ x S’ = q5i where we identify S+2 with D2 in the obvious fashion. 
Let 4i = +i IS2 x S’. Now using the embeddings I+$: D3 X S’ + S4 we perform 2g spherical 
modifications on S” replacing D’ x S’ by Sz x D2 by identifying the boundaries of 
aqi = S’x S’= a(S’x 0’). 
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Then we can easily verify that 
Z=S4 u [u,,Di,-([S4-pi] u [rJ[s2xD’li) 
-([T-Q Vi] u Iu&lsixD’1+ 
But by [20] and noting that (S2 x S’) # P = 2P # Q we obtain that 
[S”- fi Pi] u [g rs2 x Dli] = w 
Furthermore it can be verified that by shrinking the qi if necessary that f = T - fi pi is still 
i=l 
diffeomorphically a D2 bundle over C* and $(S’ x S’) is contained in G, the S’-bundle over C* 
corresponding to the D2-bundle f. Again by a slight isotopy, if necessary, of the Ti we can 
without loss of generality suppose that the $(S’X S’) are mutually disjoint tubular 
neighborhoods of some l-cycles c.ut, . . . , as, in fi lying above (Y,, . . . , aza in C*. But then by 
Part (1) we can conclude that f U [ U J,,(S_* X D’)] is diffeomorphic to D”. 
But f U [ U ,J,(S_‘X D’)] C [ S4 - 0 ~~1 U [ 0 [S2 x D~]~] so we obtain 
Z = W - DO” where DO4 is a 4-disc imbedded in W. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. Let A = S2 x dg where ds = {X E R2j 1x1 G S}. Let E be a 2-disc in S2 of radiusp. 
Suppose T, = E x dg - d3. T2 is a 4-disc in S2 x d3 with T2 fl [S2 X ad31 = T, II [S2 x ad,]. 
Let 
X=A-(T, U Tz). 
Then 
XZD’. 
Proof. We first introduce some additional notation [See Fig. 31. Let E’ be a subdisc of E of 
radius p/2 and let r equal the annulus E - F’ 
k,=d,-d,=[5,6]xS’; e=S2-e; 
k,=d,-d,=[4,5]xS’; e’ = S2- e’; 
k, = d,- d, = [3,4] x S’. 
Let Y = e x k, 
Z=A-Y; F,=sx[3,4]-D’xIzD’; 
F=sxk3=(ex[3,4])xS’=FoxS’; 
B, = I X [3,5] U e’ x [5,6]; 
B=e’xk, U (rx(k2 U k,))=B,xS’; 
v=x n (S2xd4)=S2xd4-(T2 u F); 
c= ae x [3,4]. 
Finally we let 
T;=&‘xd6-d3. 
Clearly to prove our theorem it suffices to show that 
X-T; U T2zD4. 
We now note some consequences of our definitions. 
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Clearly B. 2 e’ X [5,6] 2 D3. Also B fl V = S’ x k, - F fl r x k, = e x k, n r x k, = C x S’. 
Note that C is imbedded as an annulus in JBoz S’. Now F II V = C X S’ and C is also an 
annulus in aF, 2 S2. 
We claim there exists a ‘diffeomorphism’ w of V U B onto V U F extending the identity on 
V.NowVnB=VnF=CxS’. 
ButB=BoxS ‘~D3xS’with~B=aB,xS’andaB,~SS,Z~S2andF=F,xS’~D3xS’ 
with aF = aFO x S’ and aF, 2 S,” = S2 while C can be considered as a non-singular annulus in 
both S,’ and SB2. But all S’ imbedded in S2 are isotopic by [24] and such an isotopy easily extends 
to annuli. In particular there exists a diffeomorphism SB2 = S,’ extending the identity on C and 
by[2,8] any diffeomorphism of S2+ S2 can be extended to one of D3+ D3. 
Thus we have a ‘diff eomorphism’ $ : B,, + FO with D lC = identity. W can clearly be extended 
to 6 = (a, Id): B. x S’ + FO x S’ extending the identity on C x S’. Thus we can produce a 
‘diffeomorphism’ w as desired. 
Consider V U F = S x d,- T2. Clearly setting L = aT2 we have L C a( V U F) which is 
‘diffeomorphic’ to a(V U B). 
LetL’=w-‘(L)andsetf=w]L’.ThensinceL n C=a~x{3}wemusthaveL fl L’#Oin 
A and therefore 
L’= [aT*-(e’x ad3)] u [ae’x(d,-d,)] u [e’x ad,]. 
Now we can clearly extend w to a ‘diffeomorphism’ wI: Y U V U B + Y U V U F. 
Y U V U F is a smooth manifold without corners and we can use w, to smooth the corners of 
Y U V U B so that f can be considered a diffeomorphism. 
We now let M’ = (Y U V U B) U ,T2 which by the above smoothing we regard as a smooth 
manifold. Let M = M’ - Y so that M’ = M U Y. Note that JM = aY. Then X - (TI U T2) = 
Y U V U B = M’. But T, = D4 so to complete our proof it suffices to show that M’ = 9. 
However M=V u F U T2=S2xd4=S2xD2 and Y=exkz~D3xS’ with 
aMZS*xS’GaY 
Thus we have 
M’~:S2~D2UhD3~S’ with h:S’xS’+S*xS’ 
some diff eomorphism induced by M 2 S2 x D*. 
Let S4~S2xD2 U s*,s~ D3 x S’ be the standard ecomposition of 9. 
We then have the following commutative diagram 
S2xS’+D3xS’,v7 
and by radial extension we can get a homeomorphism &:D’ x S’+D’ x S’ which extends h. 
In particular then we find M’ is homeomorphic toS” and thus by [2,8] diffeomorphic to it. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose that in Lemma 3, T, is a tubular neighborhood of a cross-section & of 
A 1~~ with all other hypotheses unchanged. Then X f D4. 
Proof. Let CE = (Y n aA. Now aA = S2 x ad,- S’x S’ and 6 is then a cross-section of 
aA + S’. Clearly there exists an ambient isotopy of aA which sends Li; into some horizontal 
cross-section y = y x 9 of aA + S’. Using the trace of our ambient isotopy we can then 
construct a cross-section B of S2 x d,8 - d3 such that B n (S* x d6- d,) = & and 
p n (S2xd,8-d9)=yxd,8-d9. LetA’=S2xdls. 
We can construct a tubular neighborhood i; of B in S* X dls- d, such that PI, = T, and 
i; n (S* x dls - d9) = N x dls - d9 where N is a 2-disc about y in S2 and for any x E B - (Y 
i;], c S2 x (pr2(x)} (where pr2: S* x d ,s+d18 is the projection). Now let T = F- T,, 
T; = p n (S2 x d18 - ds); T:‘= f n (S’x d9-d,) 
T; = T2 U T;. 
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We now claim T; is 2 to a 4-disc in S* x d, with (*)T& fJ [S* X dd92] = TI fl [S’X dd92]. 
Clearly by definition (*) holds so we must only show Z is diffeomorphic to D4. However TY 
being a tubular nbhd of a cross-section of S2 X d9 - d6 = S* x (S’ x I) is clearly diff eomorphic to a 
set of the form D*x d9- d,- D*xS’xI while T’[ II T,=T, n T2-D*xS’. Then we can 
‘push’ T; = [(D* x S’) x I] U ,,zySj D4 in along I to construct a ‘diffeomorphism’ T; 2 D4. 
Then letting X’ = A’ - T: U T; we see that if 8: S* x d,s + S* x d6 is the obvious contraction 
then @(xl) will by Lemma 3 be ‘diffeomorphic’ to D” and therefore so will X’. 
But X’ = X U [(S* x d,8 - d,) - T]. Let Q = (9 X d,, - d,J - T. Then it is clear that there 
exists a 2-disc M C S” such that Q = M x d,8 - d6 = D2 x S’ x I. But then as was the case with 
T: we can ‘push X’ in’ along I to obtain a ‘diffeomorphism’ X 2 X. 
But then we must have X 2 D4. 
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In Lemma 2 we considered what happens when handles are added to tubular neighborhoods 
of algebraic urves. We now consider how in the case of curves embedded in an algebraic 
manifold M we can find handles atisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 2 already embedded in M. 
Our constructions will be related to those of Lefschetz Theory as explained in [l]. 
Suppose 6 is a non-singular lgebraic urve in P. Then we can choose coordinates [x0, x,, xZ] 
in P such that c is not tangent to the line x0 = 0. Let the affine portion C of (? be given by the 
equation F(z,, z2) = 0 in inhomogeneous coordinates (z, = x,/x0, z2 = x2/x0) in C’. Then the 
polynomial function C’-+C given by w = F(z,, ZJ has only a finite number of critical values 
A . , AN. Also there are a finite number of values A i, . . 
xi’iu. Let A={hl ,..., AN}, h’={h’,,.. 
. , A 6 such that F-‘(A i) is tangent o 
.,AL} and i=h U 14’. 
Suppose Ai is a critical value of F such that F-‘(A,) contains only one critical point Pi, which 
is non-degenerate (in the sense that (d*F/~z,*. a2Fldz2’ - a*Flaz,az,)(P,) # 0). Then we can 
choose local coordinates in a sufficiently small neighborhood of P, such that 
F(z,, zz) = Ai + u(z,, zJ*+ v(z,, zz)* 
where (u, v) is an analytic isomorphism of a nbhd of Pi in C* onto a nbhd of 0 with 
(u, V)(Pi) = (0,O). 
Let Bi be a small open 4-disc in C* at Pi. We can choose a 2-disc Di at hi in C such that 
Di n A = {hi} and for each A E Di -{Ai} we have that F-‘(A) fl B has a l-sphere as a 
deformation retract. Then recalling that F-‘(C - A) is a smooth fiber bundle over C - ;i with 
typical fiber C we see that if Di is sufficiently small then for any simple arc y in D, from Ai to 
some other point x it can be verified that an embedded l-sphere S, can be chosen in F-‘(A) n B 
for each A E y -{hi} such that U S, U Pi is a smooth 2-disc in C2 with boundary S, and 
hE7-_(&1 
that each S, represents a generator of H,(F-‘(A) tl B). 
Now suppose I’ is a simple arc in C from Ai to 0 s.t. I n I% = {A;}. Then we can choose a 
product structure on the fibering F-‘(A) over I - I n D,. Choosing Bi and 0, as before \ J 
h ETml‘rlD, 
we can assume I n Di is a radius of D, intersecting aD, at just one point x. Let y = I fl Di and 
taking S,, A E I -{hi}, as above we can transport S, to F-‘(A) for any A E I - y. Denote the 
resulting l-cycle in F-‘(A), for A E r- y, again by S,. It is easy to see that Ai = U S, U Pi 
*ET-_(A,] 
is a 2-disc which we call the relative Lefschetz cycle corresponding toour above choices (that is 
our choice of Ai, Bi, Di, T, family of S, for A E I n Di -{A,}, and product structure on 
IJ F-‘(A)). The boundary ei = aAi (which of course equals So) we call the Lefschetz 
*ErmrnD, 
vanishing cycle corresponding to the same choices as above. 
The following result is due to Wajnryb[22]. 
LEMMA 5. Let d be a non-singular curve of genus g in P. Let [x0, x1, x2] be coordinates in P 
such that C is not tangent to the line x0 = 0 and let F(zI, z2) = 0, (z, = (x,/x0), z2 = (x2/x0)) be the 
equation of the afine portion C of C. Suppose for each critical value A of W = F(z,, z2), F-‘(A) 
contains only one critical point which is nondegenerate. Then there exists a subset of {A,, . . . , Azg} 
of the critical values of F(z,, z2) and it is possible to choose paths Ti from hi to 0 as well as the other 
data needed to define Lefschetz vanishing cycles as above such that the corresponding Lefschetz 
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Zg 
vanishing cycles e,, . . . , e28 are a bouquet of l-spheres at some point a E C and C - U ei is an 
open 2-disc. 
i=, 
LEMMA 6. Suppose C,, Cz are a pair of non -singular algebraic curves in P of degree n and D,, 
D2 are another such pair of degree m. Suppose C; # 0, i = 1,2 and all the intersections Ci n D, 
i = 1,2 are transverse. Then there exists an ambient isotopy & of P with I,/J,(C,) = Cz and 
&(D) = Dz. 
Proof Let us first consider the case when C, = CZ = C and D, intersects D, transversely and 
C n D, n D,=O. 
Let D, II D, = {P,, . . . , P,,,,} and blow P up by a-processes at these points. Denote the image 
of P by a(P), of Pi by Li, and the strict images of C, D,, Dz by C’, Di, 0:. Then since D: and 0: 
are linearly equivalent divisors on o(P) there exists a holomorphic map F: o(P)+ CP’ with 
0; = F-‘(ho) and D;= F-‘(k) for some regular values AO, A, of F. Furthermore any Li is 
transverse to all F-‘(h), A E CP’. Let A be the set of all critical values of F and A’ the set of all 
A E CP’ such that C’ is tangent o F-‘(h). Evidently ;i = A U A’ is a finite set. 
Let y: [0, l]+ CP’ -(A) be a simple arc with y(O) = A0 and y(l) = A,. Let K = F-‘(y([O, 11)) 
and let j = y-’ 0 (FJK). Note that K is a compact subset of u(P). Let W be a small open nbhd of 
K such that F(W) C CP’ - (i). Using arguments similar to those in [12] we can construct a 
Riemann metric and a C-vector field X on o(P) which vanishes outside W and satisfies 
(1) XJC’ and XJLi, i = 1,. . . , m*, are tangent fields on C’, Li respectively. 
(2) If 4t: u(P)-+ o(P) is the l-parameter group of diffeomorphisms generated by X then 
(d/dt)f($,(q)) = 1 whenever #1(q) E K. Then &, is the identity on o(P) while 4, takes 0: onto 
0:. But clearly ~#J*(C’) = C’ and 4,(Li) = Li thus $J induces an ambient isotopy & of P which 
fixes C and takes D, into D2. 
Now we return to the general case. We can choose a non-singular lgebraic urve D, in P of 
degree m such that D, intersects C,, C2, D,, D, transversely and D, n C, f~ D, = 0; 
D, n C2 n D, = 0. We can also choose a non-singular lgebraic urve C, in P of degree n such 
that C, intersects C,, G, D, transversely and C, fl C, fl D, = 0; C3 rl C2 n D, = 0. Then using 
our first case we can find isotopies (C,, D,)-+(C,, D,); (C,, D3)+(C3, D,); (C,, D,)+(G, D3) 
(C,, D,) -+ (C,, 0,). Taking compositions we obtain our result. 
PROPOSITION 7. Suppose C, 6’ are non-singular algebraic curves of degree n, n’ in P which 
intersect transversely. Let o(P) be the image of P after a finite number of cr or (T processes at 
points q,, . . . , q1 of P. Let Li be the total image of qi in o(P). Suppose II: T + C is a tubular 
neighborhood of the strict image C of C in u(P) and let p : H -+ C be the corresponding circle 
bundle H = 8T. Let C’ be the strict image of Cl. Let N be an open disc in C and let T” = TIC_.,, 
H* = HI,_, and C* = C-N. 
Then there exists a collection (D’x D’)i, i = 1,2,. . . ,2g, of disjoint 4-handles in 
u(P)-T-C’- UL,,abasis&,,..., G2, of H,(C*), presented as a bouquet of l-spheres at some 
point a E C*, embedded in Int (C*) with C* - U ki diffeomorphic to an annulus, and 
corresponding pairwise disjoint l-cycles oi which are cross-sections of HI, such that if 
T = D, II T* (where Di = (D* x D’)i with aDi = (S’ X D* U 0*X S’)i = S,, U S,, with Si, = 
s’x9 
(S’ x D’h and S, = (D* X S’)i) then 
(1) S;, = aD, n H” = Di n T = T 
(2) T is a tubular nbhd of (Y~ in H*. 
Proof. We begin by using Lemma 5 to find Lefschetz vanishing cycles el,. . . , e2, on 
C, = {affine part of C} satisfying the conclusions of the Lemma and corresponding Lefschetz 
relative cycles Ai. 
Let F be a tubular neighborhood of C with af = R. We can choose l= so that Ai intersects fi
transversely ina I-cycle e I which is a cross-section of fi],; and that 6, = 6, - Ai n f is a 2-disc in 
P - T with boundary e:. Let Di be a tubular neighborhood of Ai in P - T (See 81). Then by 
definition Di n a(P - T) = ab n H and is a tubular neighborhood z of a A, = e: in g Note 
that Di = Ai x D* so that aDi = e\ x Dz U Ai x S’ and % is precisely = e: x 0’. Now it is clear 
that we can choose the Di so that they lie outside a tubular nbhd of the line at w. However there 
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always exists a non-singular curve I? of degree n’ inside such a tubular nbhd and thus I!? is 
disjoint from the d. By Lemma 6 there exists a diffeomorphism I,!I: P + P with I/J(C) = C and 
$(I?) = @I. Clearly the Di = $(fii) will then be disjoint from C’. Let t?i = $(ei), f = $(z), 
A = $(Gi) and El, = 4(e:). By slightly moving the bi and & if necessary we can suppose that 
none of the centers of our a(a) processes lie in any Bi or &. 
Then let ai, &, Di be the image of 2, a:, a, in (T(P) and C the strict image of C. Let T be a 
tubular nbhd of C in c+(P) with H = dT. We can assume Tl,( is the image of PI,,. Then the Di are 
4-handles in (T(P) which clearly satisfy all the conclusions of Proposition 7. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose 6 is a non-singular algebraic curve of genus g in P and p,, . . . , tik are 
distinct points on c. Let T be a tubular nbhd of c in P. 
Let u(P) be P blown up by u-processes at .t?,, . . . ,& with S,, . . . , Sk the total images of 
PI,..., pk in a(P). Let C be the strict image of c in u(P) and let p: T-+ C be a tubular 
neighborhood of C chosen so that Si n T is the fiber of T over pi E C and H -%= C the 
corresponding S’-bundle (where pi is the unique point in Si n C). 
Let V = o(P) - T. Let q E S, - T andperform a eprocess at q. Call the resulting space u’(P) 
and denote the strict image of any A C u(P) by A’ C u’(P). 
Let V’ = u’(P) - T’. Then 
(1) There exists a 2-disc N’ in C’ with p: E N’ for all i and a trivial S* bundle .&, over N’, 
embedded in u’(P) such that B = & n V’ has the structure of a trivial 2-disc bundle over N’. 
(2) There is a smooth embedding w: T’Im-+ S’x D2 with image T” such that 
T* fl (S’ x JD’) is a tubular nbhd of some cross-section of S2 x dD*+ aD2; andprovided k 3 1; 
(a) V’ -B- S’x D*- T* # P # (k - l)Q where the connected sums are formed using a 
closed 4-disc in the interior of S2 x D* - T*. 
(b) Let H* be the bundle of l-spheres corresponding to T *. Then there exists a collection 
(D2x D’)i = 4, i = 1,. . . ,2g, of disjoint 4-handles in (S2x D2- T*)- S2x aD2, a basis 
a;,..., a& of H,(w(C’ - N)), presented as a bouquet of l-spheres at somepoint a E w(C’ -N) 
with w (C’ - N) - U (yi diffeomorphic to an annulus, and corresponding pairwise disjoint l-cycles 
cri which are cross-section of H*l,: such that if T, = Di fl T* with aDi = 
(S’x D2 U sw D’x S)i = S,, U ST, then 
S,, = aDi n H” = Di n T = T 
and 
7: is a tubular nbhd of ai in H*. 
(3) Let H be the S’-bundle associated with the D2-bundle T “-, C. Let II: H -+ C be the 
induced projection map. 
Let N be a 2-disc in C-b,,.. . , pL} and f an orientation reversing fiber-preserving 
diffeomorphism 
f: n-‘(N)+ S’ x D2 
(where we consider p: S’ x D*+ D2 the canonical fibration of S’ x D2 over 0’). 
Then there is a smooth embedding +: TIC-N + S4 with image T^ such that V U f (0’ X D*) is 
difleomorphic to 
m# P # kQ=u(P) # s”-T: 
(where the connected sums are formed using closed 4-discs in the interior of s*-) and further if 
I% is a non-singular algebraic curve in P whose strict image Z in V is disjoint from T, then the 
image of C in s4 # u(P) lies outside m. 
Proof. Let Cr: u’(P) -+ u(P) denote the Cr process at q. Then S: has self-intersection zero in 
u’(P) and we can thus find a 2-disc M in C’ around p ‘I and disjoint from all the other p: and a 
trivial 2-sphere bundle A : 5 + M embedded in u’(P) such that A -‘(p ;) is the 2-sphere Si and all 
the other fibers K’(x) are transverse to C’. We can then let N’ C M be a 2-disc not containing 
pi. Let A’: &,.+ N’ be the restricted projection. Let B = &. fl V’ with projection K: B + N’. 
By taking T and N’ sufficiently small we can ensure that for any x E N’, p-‘(x) C A-‘(x) and 
K-‘(X) = A-‘(x) - p-‘(x) (where we continue to denote T’ + C’, H’ + C by p, II). 
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Part (2). Let y = T’ - (T’ n &). Then clearly V’ - B = (d(P) - &*) - 9. We first consider 
a’(P) - &=. Let g: (T(P)-;’ P be the canonical map obtained through our k u-processes. Let 
N = g(c+(N’)). Since N’ is outside all our modification N’ = N. Let 1 be a line in P disjoint from 
N and intersecting C in n-points a,, . . . , a, (when II = deg C) disjoint from e,, . . . , pk. Let 
L = g-‘(l). Then L = I and 1, N’ can be chosen so that L is disjoint from (+(&,,). Note that 1 is a 
2-sphere in P with self-intersection +l so that P can be blown down along I to give S“. Denote 
this blowing down by b: P + S” with b(l) = 6. Note that the c+-process atpl followed by the 6 
process at q are independent of each other and of b. In particular there thus exists a map 
G : a’(P) + F blowing down S;, . . . , Sk, L’ to a manifold F. Now F is then simply S4 blown up at 
b(@J to obtain Q followed by Q blown up by a @-process at a point 4 E Q corresponding to
q E u(P). Denote G(S$ j 3 2, by pj and G(L’) by (Y. Since G is a diffeomorphism of 
d(P)-L’-u S: onto F-{a,~~,.. . , pk} we have that G(&) = &. and letting G(&,,) = Xti 
j=* 
where fi = G(N’) we find that Xti is a trivial 2-sphere bundle embedded in F over the 2-disc 
fi c G(C’). 
Let us denote the chain of blowing ups we have so far by 
Let II-‘(b(P,)) = Y and II-‘(q) = 2. Then F can be thought of as the unique non-trivial 
S-bundle over the 2-sphere 3’ with fibers which are the strict images of lines in Q through q. 
Then 6 above could have been chosen so that if 2 tl Xti = r\j then Xti = F(e and fi is simply a 
cross-section of F(,Q. But then G(d(P) - &) = F - FIG which is just diffeomorphic to S* x 0’. 
More particularly, 
a’(P)-&,v=S*xD* # P # (k-l)Q. 
Note that G(C’) is a cross-section of S*X D*-+D* in a nbhd N(dD”) of dDz. 
We now consider 
d(P) - ‘$N’ - Y. 
Let us factor G: d(P) + F as follows d(P)2 u’(F) 2 F where G,: a’(P) + a’(F) blows 
a’(P) down along S>, j = 2,. . . , k, and G2: a’(F)+F blows (T’(F) down along L”= G,(L’)= 
L = 1. Now G,(d(P) - &, - 9j = G,-‘(F - Fla) - Y-’ where y’ is a tubular nbhd of G,(C’ - N’) 
in G,-‘(F - F\,Q). But Cl-‘(F - Fj -) N is simply S2 x 0’ blown up by a @-process at the interior 
point (Y. Furthermore L” = G2-‘(a) will intersect C” = G,(C’) at n-distinct points a;,. . . , aA. 
Now let Y be an open neighborhood of dD* in D’ over which G(C’) is a cross-section of 
S*X D*A 0’. Let l,, . . . , &, E Y - dD* with Il(a) FE {[,, . . . , i,,}. 
Let li = G2-‘(Hn’(i;)). Then we can pick pairwise disjoint paths yi on Cl’- G2-‘(fi) with initial 
point a: and terminal point pi on li and pipes Ii around yi such that Ii C G2-‘(F - fia) - Y’ so 
that there exist paths & from li to r, E dD* as in Lemma 1. Then forming L = 
[L”-( U N(a’J] U [ Uri] U [U (h - UN(&)] as in Lemma 1 (where N(a:), N(&) are open 
2-discs in L:‘, Ii respectively such that aTi = aN(a:) - aN(/3)), we find that G2-‘(F x I$,) - 9’ 
can be blown down along i and Gl(o’(P) - &+ - .Y_) is diffeomorphic to (A - T**) # P where 
A = S’ x D*, T** is a 2-disc bundle with precisely the properties required in (2a) of our lemma 
and the connected sum operation is performed in the interior of A - T”. Continuing in the same 
manner for each of the remaining (k - 1) v processes we can replace each S: by a S, in V’ - B 
and blow down the Si to eventually obtain 
V’ - B= (a’(P) - &,,) - 9-z Sz x D* - T* # P # (k - 1)Q 
with T* having the properties required of it in (2a). 
(2b) Let k: V’- B+S*x D*- T* be the contracting map which we have just obtained. By 
Proposition 7 there exist disjoint 4-handles fii, i = 1,. . . ,2g, in a’(P) - !Y-- U S: - L” (where we 
use Proposition 7 with 6” = a line in P) which satisfy (1) and (2) of Proposition 7. In addition 
since & can be shrunk, if necessary until it is inside a tubular nbhd of S: we can assume the 0, 
are disjoint from &,,. Since C’- N’- U & is connected (where aii are the l-cycles obtained 
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through 
Di and 
k(ai) = (Y: we are finished. 
Part (3). We first note that by our choice of f and T, V U f (0’ X D’) is diffeomorphic to 
o(P) - T, where T, = Tj-. Let M be a subdisc entirely contained in iV and let T# = T/C-M 
where ?+ C is a tubular nbhd of C in a(P) with p-‘(x) contained in the interior of fX for all 
x E c. 
Then using Proposition 7 we can find disjoint handles Di, i = 1, . . . ,2g (g = ;(n - l)(n - 2)), 
satisfying the conclusions of Proposition 7 and disjoint from the strict image C of 2 in a(P) - T#. 
Now T# U [ U D] is diffeomorphic to D4 by Lemma 2 and by our construction of T# we 
have T, C int D”. 
Thus 
o(P)-T,=u(P)-T# U [UD,] U ((T” U [UDi))-T) 
= cr(P)- 0,” u Db4. 
But we can write Dh4 = S4 - 004 and by taking care of orientation we find that 
(T(P) - T, = F(P) # ??? where T^ is the image of T, in S4 and 0,” and 7” are disjoint in 
S4. Clearly f can be taken small enough so that 2 lies in o(P) - T and thus by the choice of the 
D,‘s its image in S”- # r(P) lies in Int (o(P) - 0,“). Lastly o(P) = P # kQ so we are 
finished. 
PROPOSITION 9. Suppose C is a non-singular algebraic curve of degree n in P. 
SupposepI,. . . ,pk; q,, . . . , q, are distinct points in C with k + 1 = 2nZ and k 2 1. Let Z, be P 
blown up by o-processes at p,, . . . , pk, let I& be P blown up by u-processes at q,, . . . , ql. Let C,, 
Cz be the strict image of C in C,, C, respectively and let T,, T2 be tubular neighborhoods of C1, Cz 
in X1 and C, respectively. 
Suppose E is another non-singular algebraic curve in P with strict image E’ in Z., such that 
E’ r-~ T,=O. 
Let S be the total image ofp, in C, and suppose C; is 2, blown up by a 5process at somepoint 
i E S - S II T, and denote the image of C1, T, in 2; again by C,, T,. Then letting VI = C’, - T1 
and Vz = C, - T2 there exists an orientation reversing fiber-preserving diffeomorphism f: aV, + 
JVZ such that V = V, U tV2 is a smooth manifold difleomorphic to X # C2 with E’ lying outside X 
and X difleomorphic to (2g + l)P # (2g + k - l)Q where g = l(n - l)(n - 2) is the genus of C. 
Thus V is di$eomorphic to (2g + 2)P # (2g + 2n2- l)Q. 
Proof. Calculating the self-intersections of C, and Cz we find that 
C,.C,=n’-k and C2.C2=n2-l=n2-(2n2-k)=k-n2=-C,.C,. 
But by [5, Th. 2.31 Ci . Ci is the Chern class of the normal bundle of Ci in Ci and thus the Euler 
Class of the S’-bundle aTi + Ci of Ci in Xi. However since aT, + C, and aT,+ C2 have Euler 
Classes of the same magnitude there exists an orientation reversing fiber-preserving 
diffeomorphism between them. But dT1 = 3(x,; - T,) = aV, and aT, = av, so there exists an 
orientation reversing diff eomorphism f : d VI --f aV2 such that V = VI U f V2 is a smooth manifold. 
Now by Lemma 8 there exists a 4-handle B c- Dz x Dz with B C V, such that 
(1) V, - B is diffeomorphic to Sz x D2 - T* # P # (k - l)Q where T* is as in Lemma 8(2). 
(2) Vz U I B is diffeomorphic to s*-T^ # Z, where g = f ]B n dV, and T^ satisfies the 
conditions in Lemma g(3). 
(3) E’ lies in S4- # 2, outside of S4 - T*. Let us smooth the corners of (S2 x D2) - T*; 
S4 - T, V, -B and V, U y B. We continue to denote the resultant differentiable manifolds with 
boundary by the same notation. 
Then f: a VI + a V2 induces orientation reversing diffeomorphisms 
a[S’x D2- T*]+a[S4- T] 
If’: a(v,-B)+a[v, u,B]. 
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v= VI u,v,= VI-B Uf, v, U,B 
=(S2xD2-T*) Uf(s”-) # P # (k-l)Q #X* 
where T* and T^ are as in Lemma 8 and E’ lies in the interior of Z, - D4 where D4 is the disc 
used to form the connected sum above. 
To complete our proof it suffices to show that 
(S*x D2- T”) Ui(S”- r) 
is diffeomorphic to the manifold W of Lemma 2 (2). 
Now by Lemma 8 (2b) there are disjoint 4-handles Di, i = , . . . ,2g, with Di = D* x D* 
embedded in (S* x D* - T*) - (9 x aD*) satisfying the conclusions of Proposition 7. There then 
exists a neighborhood Y of JO2 in D* such that the images of the Di under S* x D*a D* do 
not intersect Y and T*ly, is a tubular neighborhood of some cross-section Y’ of S* x Y -% Y 
with Y’ C C* where C* is the base of T* (which we denoted by w(C’ - N) in Lemma 8). Let 28 TT,, = T*IY,, ‘iT2)= T*l,*_,. and TT,,= ptz, U U Di with corners smoothed. Then by 
[ 1 i=l 
Lemma 2 (1) we have TT2) = D4 and by Corollary 4 
But by Lemma 2 (2) we get 
S2 x 0’ - (TT,, U T&J 2 D4. 
However, 
s4-T^ U [ U Di] = w (where W is as in Lemma 2 (2)). 
S*xD*-T*-[UD,]=S2xD2-TT u T$-D4 
and the diffeomorphism { clearly extends to some orientation reversing diffeomorphism f of 
a( W - D4) onto aD*. Thus 
as desired. 
(S’xD*- T*) Ui(S4- T^)=(W-D4) ufD4- W 
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For any positive integer n we assume V,, is a non-singular surface of degree n in CP3. E,, is a 
non-singular hyperplane section of degree II of V,. VL is V,, blown up by a c+ process at some 
point [ E V,, - E,, and EL = E,, is the total image of E, in VA. 
THEOREM 10. 
Letk.=;(n’-6n + 11) k:,=k,,-2 
I, = +Zn*-4n+3) I:,=/,--n(n-1) 
M,,= k;P # 1hQ 
Then 
(1) VL is diffeomorphic to k,P # hQ and provided n 2 3 
(2) There exists a non-singular algebraic curve C,, of degree n in P such that if 
a,c,_I,(P) is P blown up by u-processes at n(n - 1) distinct points p,, . . . , pncn-I, E C,, with 
total images S,, . . . , S,,+1j and uh+,,(P) is g+-,,(P) blown up at some point 5 E S, by a @ 
process then letting CA be the strict image of C,, in u~~,-~~(P), VL can be decomposed as 
a&1,(P) # M,, (with the connected sum being formed using a 4-disc in u&,,(P) disjoint from 
CL,) such that EA = CA. 
Proof. We proceed by induction. Part (1) is evident if n = 1 and n = 2. Suppose n = 3 so that 
k, = 2 and 1. = 6. Part (1) asserts that Vi = 2P # 6Q and Part (2) can be reduced to the assertion 
that any non-singular hyperplane section E, of V3 can be obtained as the strict image of a 
non-singular curve C3 in P by performing 6 cr-processes at some points p,, . . . , p6 in C3. But 
these assertions are classical (See [12], [81). (Our proof below will also work for n = 3 but for the 
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sake of a more uniform exposition we do our construction for IE > 3.) We can now assume our 
theorem is true for all m with 3 s m s n. We shall then prove it for m = n + 1. Suppose then that 
E, Cn, C,, ~1,. . . , pncn_,,, CL have been found as above. 
Let (T ,++,,(P) be P blown up by cr-processes atql, . . . , qn(n+l,. Let Ct be the strict image of 
C, in (+ ,,(,,+,)(P). Let T,, T2 be tubular nbhds of CL, CE in Q-~,(P), cqn+,)(P) respectively. 
Let If,‘“‘= (~k,zq(P) - T,; V;“) = a,oz+t, (P) - T2. By Proposition 9 Part (1) there exists an 
orientation-reversing diff eomorphism f: a V,‘“’ -+ d VI’“’ allowing the formation of Y,, = 
VI’“’ u f VZ(“). But then by Proposition 9 to conclude the proof of Part (1) it suffices to show that 
v;, 1 = Y,, # M,,. 
Let V” “(7, A) be the family of projective algebraic varieties whose affine parts are given by 
the equations: X1” +X2” +X,” t T(X)"+' t X2"+' t X3"+' -) A. By direct calculation we can 
verify that if 0 < 1~1~ t IA 1’ < l/4 then the V”+‘(T, A) are non-singular lgebraic surfaces of degree 
n t 1 in CP3. 
Let Z”(h) be the family of projective algebraic varieties whose affine parts are given by the 
equations: Z,” +Zz” +Zxn = A. Again direct calculations shows that if A # 0 Z”(A) is a 
non-singular algebraic surface of degree n in CP3. 
Denote by B,(y) = {y E C’lllyll< Y} and B:(y) = CP3- B,(y). For T, x with )TI< l/2 and 
1x1 < 1 we can pick a branch of (I+ TX)“” such that if Zi = X(1 t TX)“” then there exists 
E’ 2 E > O(E’ < l/2) such that the map F,: (X,, X2, X3>-+(Z,, Z,, Z3) given by & = X(1 + TX$‘“is 
a diffeomorphism of B,(x) into B,,(Z) for any T with 171~ l/2. Let G, = F,JB,(x) fl V”+‘(T, A)). 
Let g;(h) = Im(G,). We can choose 77 so that if \A( < 77 then B,(x) fl V”+‘(T, A) f0 for all 
ITI< l/2 and g,“(A) is thus a non-empty subset of Z”(A) fl B,,(Z). Note that .%,“(A) = B,(Z) n 
Z”(A). We claim that there exists 6 > 0 with 6 < min (E, 7) such that IT\ < 6 implies g,“(A) is 
diffeomorphic to Zen(A) for IA ( < 6. 
Let Y, = (Z”(A) n B,,(z)) x (-l/2, l/2). 
Let Wh = {z,, z2, z~; 7) E Y, /(z,, z?, ZJ E .%“(A)}. 
Let pA: WA -+(-l/2, l/2) be projection on the 4th coordinate. But then clearly ph has no 
critical points on WA - a WA. Let pi = ph la WA. To prove our assertion it suffices to show that for 
some 0 < S < E, p A has no critical points on p Lm’ [-6, ts]. However, we can choose 6, > 0 so that 
if IA I< 8, then pim’(0) will be transversal to J WA and thus we can choose 6, > 0 so that if IT\ < Sz 
then pi-'(T) will still be transversal to dW. So letting 8 = min (S,, &, E) and picking A so that 
0 < A < 6 we can verify that indeed pi-‘l-6, +a] will have no critical points. 
In particular we can assert that 3 AO, E, T() with l/2 > ho, l , T,,>O such that 
B,(x) n V”+‘(T~,, A,,) is diffeomorphic to B,(z) fl Z”(A,,). However, since all non-singular 
algebraic surfaces of the same degree in CP3 are diffeomorphic we can take V,,, = V”+‘(T~, A,,). 
Let U = B,(x). Furthermore, by [6, 991 B,(z) n Zn(Ao) is diffeomorphic to B,(z) fl Z”(AJ for 
all r 2 E. In particular then B,(z) n Zn(Ao) is diffeomorphic to Z”(A&Tubular nbhd of the 
hyperplane section at m}. However Z”(AJ is diffeomorphic to V, so we obtain that V,+, fl U is 
in fact diffeomorphic to V,, - T where T is a tubular neighborhood of E,, in V,. 
Let U’ be the exterior of U in CP3. Then Vn+l 0 U’= V”+‘(T~, A,,) fl B:(x). Let 
W”+‘(7) = V”+‘(T, 0). Then it can be shown [compare 6, 951 that W”+‘(T& fl B&x) is 
diffeomorphic to V”+‘(T~, ho) fl B:(x). 
Now let @m+l(~O) be the subvariety of P x CP’ given by the locus of points ([uO, ul, ~~1; 
[Yo, YI, y2, ~31) satisfying 
(1) Uoy&,,” t U," tU2")+T"y&n+'tU,"+'+ &"+l)=O 
(2) U,yo(Uo" + U," tU2")t T,,y3(U,,n+'tU,n+'+ &"+')=O 
(3) U&U," + U," + Uz") t T<,y,(U,"+'+ U,"+' t Liz"+')= 0 
(4) UIY? - uoy3 = 0 
(5) uzyz - UOYI = 0 
(6) ulyl - ~2~3 = 0. 
Let 7~~: W,+,(T,J+P; 7~~: l@,,+,(~,,)+cP~ be the restrictions of the canonical projections to 
I&',,+,. Then a direct computation shows that 
(1) ~TJ @',,+,(T~)) = W”+,(T,,) and @,,+,(T,.,) is the strict image of W,+,(TJ under a cT-process at 
[(l,O,O,O)] in CP’ with tin+!(To) Cl ~z~‘[(l,O,O,O)] being the non-singular curve of degree n 
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(2) r,(@,,+,(7J) = P and 6’,,+,(~~) is precisely P blown up by u-processes at the n(n t 1) 
points where the curves C, and C,+, intersect in P (where C,,, is the non-singular lgebraic urve 
uom +lllrn + uzm = 0 of degree m in P), 
(3) W,,+,(T~) n ~2-,(W,,+,(~0) f~ U) is a tubular neighborhood of C,, in I@“+,(r,,). 
By combining (1) and (3) and noting that C,, is the strict image of C,, under 7r, we obtain 
However by (3) and (2) we find that W,,+,(T~) n ~T~-‘(W,+, rl Ue)- V2(n) so that VZ(“)- 
V,+, fI 17’. But we recall that V.,, rl U- V, - T. 
However by our inductive hypothesis if we perform a a-process at some point [ E V,, - T 
we have that V; = a&,,(P) # M, with Eh = CA so that (V, - T) blown up at 5 E V, - T by a 
&process is diffeomorphic to M, # (u~~,_,~(P) - T,) where T, is a tubular neighborhood of CA 
in &-,)(P). Thus (V,,, n U)’ = Vh- T’ -‘I M, # CL,(,+,,(P)- T, (where (V,,, fI U)’ is 
V,,+, fl U blown up at an interior point by a @-process). 
In particular we obtain that VA+, = (V,,,, n U)’ U V,,, n U’= M,, # V,‘“’ UrVz’“’ where f
is obtained by composing the individual diffeomorphisms above with proper care of orientation 
on the boundary. So VL,, = Y,, # M, as desired. 
Note further that if E,,,, is a non-singular hyperplane section of V,+, we can assume without 
loss of generality that it is simply the hyperplane section at M of V,,,, with locus 
En,,: {[X,, X,, X,, X,] E CP3/X,“+’ t X,“” +X3”+’ = 0; x, = O}. 
In particular E,,,, is also the hyperplane section at ~0 of W,,,,. 
Lifting E,+1 to &+, in I@“+, we find that &+, is precisely the locus of points in P X CP3 
satisfying 
(1) &,“+‘t U,“+l t U*“+’ = 0 (2) yo =o 
(3) uIY2-uoy3=0 (4) uzy2 - uoy1 = 0 (5) ulyl-u2y3=0. 
Thus r,(&+,) = C,+, -and so %+, is obtained from C,,, C P by taking its strict image after 
blowing P up at the n(n t 1) points in C,, n C,+,. 
Note that &+, is disjoint from the strict image e,,, of C,,, in I@,,+, and that &+, lies in 
w,+, n ~~-1 (W,,,, n Ue)= V,,,, fl U’. In particular E,,, is in the interior of V2(“) = 
gn(,+,,(P) - T2 and is the strict image of a non-singular lgebraic urve C,+, of degree n t 1 in P. 
However, by Proposition 9 we then have that denoting t(n - l)(n - 2) by g then 
y, = V,‘“’ U, V2(“, ^- (2g t l)P # (2g + n(n - 1) - I)Q # q,+,,(P) with Eb,, (the image of E,, 
in Y,) lying in frtin(n+l, (P) and being precisely equal to CL,, the strict image of C, in 
a”<“+,,(P) c Y,. 
But we have already shown that 
v;+, = M, # Y, = Mn # (2g + 1)P # (2g + n(n - l)- l)Q # unnc,,+,j(P) 
= M, # (2g)P # (2g t n(n - I)- 1)Q # (rZ,+,,(P) 
= Mm+, # d(,+dP) 
and EL,, and CL,, remain the same in u&,+,)(P) and in Vh,,. Thus Part (2) of our theorem is also 
proven. 
Q.E.D. 
Specializing down to n = 4 and recalling Theorem 13 of Kodaira[4] we obtain that 
COROLLARY 11. Suppose V is a K3 surface. Then 
V # P=4P # 19Q. 
§6 
From the proof of Theorem 10 and Proposition 9 it can be verified that u,(P) - T, U , 
u,~(P) - T2 is diffeomorphically a K3 surface. Rokhlin’s construction of a differentiable 
4-manifold with intersection form Es@ Es[15] starts with the construction of the manifold 
M = up(P) - T U Us - T (where T is a tubular neighborhood of the strict image of the 
non-singular elliptic curve C which is blown up at 9 points by v-processes). It then appears that 
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M is again diff eomorphically a K 3 surface. Rokhlin then claims that V can be diff eomorphically 
decomposed as V, # 3(S* x S’) for some differentiable 4-manifold V, which then has 
intersection form Es @ E,. The existence of such a decomposition for K3 surfaces would be of 
great interest: however, there is an error in Rokhlin’s proof and we believe that in general no such 
decomposition is possible. 
In [ 151 the proof of the existence of the above diff eomorphic decomposition isbased on the 
following claim: 
Suppose C is a non-singular elliptic curve in P. Then there exists an oriented circle (Y 
embedded in C and an oriented 2-disc A embedded in P with dA = LY and (A - dA) II C = 0 
such that if (Y’ is any other oriented circle in C isotopic to, and disjoint from, (Y with 
corresponding oriented 2-disc A’ satisfying dA ’ = a’ and (A ’ - dA ‘) fl C = 0 then if A ’ is in 
general position with A then necessarily A. A’ = +l. (Where the intersection umber is taken 
relative to the usual orientation of P.) 
Rokhlin’s construction of C, A, a is explicit and it can be verified by direct calculation that 
A-A’=-1 not tl. 
Another way to see that A. A ’ can not be t 1 is as follows: 
Let us suppose A’ . A = +l. Let 4: P ’ + P be a o-process at some point 5 E P-A-C. Let - - -- 
4-‘(i) = S, so that S is a a-sphere in P’ with S . S = - 1. Let A, C, &, A ‘, a’ be the strict images of 
A, C, a, A’, a’. We can pipe A together with S to get a new oriented isc B such that dB = Cu and 
(B - dB) II c = 0. We can consider an analogous B’ close to B with dB’ = 2 and compute 
B.B’. Wefind B.B’=A.A’tSS=l-l=O. 
Then as in [15] we can perform surgery on C in P’ so that the homology class of C will be 
realizable by a smooth sphere T in P’. Notice that as a homology class C is divisible by 3 since C 
was and therefore by Rokhlin’s formula [161 for the estimation of the genus g of a smooth surface 
realizing a non-primitive homology class .$ divisible by h we have 
2g 2 
h2-1 
7T2- af) 
and thus in our case we obtain 
which is impossible. 
- b,(M) 
In general we shall say that a compact simply-connected 4-manifold W is decomposable if 
and only if there exist manifolds WI, W, with b2( Wi) 2 1, i = 1,2 such that W = WI # Wz. If W 
is not decomposable we shall say it is indecomposable. If W = kP # IQ for some k, I > 0 we 
shall say it is completely decomposable. By our definitions the algebraic surfaces V, and V2 are 
both indecomposable while V, is completely decomposable. Clearly a necessary condition for the 
complete decomposability of W is that L, be of type I. (Which is equivalent to demanding that 
w*(W) f 0.) 
By our Theorem 10 we see that a non-singular lgebraic surface in CP3 becomes acompletely 
decomposable 4-manifold upon the performance of one cT-process upon it. The c+-operation 
removes us from the category of complex manifolds and this seems to mean that aside from the 
trivial case of P with a number of c+-processes (topologically P # IQ), it will be difficult o find a 
completely decomposable compact simply-connected complex surface. In fact we conjecture: 
Suppose M is diffeomorphic to kP # fQ with k 2 2, then M does not admit a complex 
structure. 
A closely related conjecture for algebraic surfaces is then: 
Suppose V is a simply-connected non-rational complex algebraic surface, then V is not 
completely decomposable. 
We in fact conjecture that in addition if V above is minimal (that is, has no exceptional curves of 
the first kind) then it must be indecomposable. 
If these conjectures about algebraic surfaces are true it is natural to ask what processes must 
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be performed on V (above) to make it decomposable or completely decomposable. As we 
mentioned in our introduction Wall’s Theorem[21] implies that performance of (k + 1) 
&processes and k a-processes for some sufficiently large integer k will always suffice to make V 
completely decomposable. Our work leads us to expect hat the performance of k &processes 
alone will, for algebraic surfaces, be enough for complete decomposability. If this is the case it is 
natural to inquire as to the minimum value of k above. 
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